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Synchrono® Releases New Version  
of SyncManufacturing™ Demand-Driven Planning, 
Scheduling and Execution Software 
 
Version 6.0 Features Improved Interface that lets Users Access, Filter and 
Group Data for Customized Views, Better Decision-Making 
 
 
ST. PAUL, Minn. – November 11, 2014 – Synchrono®, a leader in demand-driven manufacturing 

software, today announced the release of version 6.0 of SyncManufacturing software. 

SyncManufacturing is a planning, scheduling and execution system for demand-driven 

manufacturing environments that drives gains in production workflow, capacity and throughput. 

The latest release of SyncManufacturing software features several improvements to 

performance and usability that build on earlier innovations. 

 

• Improved user interface with more responsive interaction 

• Faster performance and data access to drive better analytics-based decisions 

• New data filtering and grouping capabilities enable individualized views to drive better 

problem solving 

 

“SyncManufacturing v6.0 builds on our promise to help demand-driven manufacturers manage 

constraints, improve flow and control costs while synchronizing every element of their supply 

chain,” said John Maher, Synchrono Vice President, Product Strategy. “The ability to visualize 

data by role - or individual - provides easy, real-time access to relevant information for every 

user, enabling rapid decision-making and helps to identify areas for continuous improvement.” 

 

SyncManufacturing software transformed planning and scheduling for demand-driven 

manufacturers by managing constraints and driving production flow through CONLOAD™, a 

patented capability within the software that regulates workflow into production based on the 

capacity and constraints of the environment. More information on SyncManufacturing and 

CONLOAD is available at www.synchrono.com.   

 

About Synchrono 

Synchrono® LLC is a leading provider of demand-driven manufacturing software and services 

that simplify complex manufacturing environments and transform business results. The 

company’s planning, scheduling and execution and eKanban inventory replenishment systems 

are powerful on their own, and when combined with its operations solutions on the Synchrono 

http://www.synchrono.com/software/syncmanufacturing/
http://www.synchrono.com/


Demand-Driven Manufacturing Platform, clients synchronize workforce, methods, machines, 

resources, data and more enabling flow from order inception through production and delivery.  

Aggregating information from its own applications as well as from both machine-level and 

disparate enterprise systems, the Synchrono Demand-Driven Manufacturing Platform provides a 

real-time visual information system that empowers everyone - from the top floor to the shop 

floor - with actionable information. Synchrono helps clients manage constraints, improve flow, 

drive on-time delivery and maintain a competitive edge. For more information, please visit 

www.synchrono.com. Follow the Demand-Driven Matters blog at www.synchrono.com/blog.  
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